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1. INTRODUCTION
The Rayrock Remediation Project is an environmental Remediation Project that will address several former
Uranium exploration, mining and ancillary sites in the Tłı̨ chǫ Region. These sites were impacted from
activities that occurred between the 1950’s and the 1970’s. Remediation is planned for 2022 to 2024, while
demobilization is planned for in March 2025.
The locations of the sites within the Tłı̨ chǫ Region that make up the Rayrock Remediation Project are
provided on Figure 1. The Project includes the former Rayrock Uranium Mine (Rayrock Mine), the Sun
Rose Advanced Exploration Site (Sun Rose), the REX Exploration Site (REX), the Former Barge Landing
Transportation Area (Barge Landing) and the GS, MK and TED drilling sites.
The Emergency Management and Fire Prevention Plan (EMFPP or “the Plan”) has been developed by
Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs Canada (CIRNAC) – Contaminants and Remediation
Division for use by federal employees, contractors and their employees, and all other visitors to sites
included in the remediation and monitoring field programs for the Rayrock Remediation Project. This Plan
will be used as the minimum standard for all emergency management and fire prevention activities for the
Rayrock Remediation Project.
1.1 Revisions to EMFPP
Table 1 tracks the Plan revisions and ensures that all stakeholders have the most up to date copy of the Plan.
The table will be updated each time a revision is made to the Plan.
Table 1. Revision history of the Plan
Version
#

Crown Approval

Date

Sections
Revised

Comments

Revision
Distribution Date

GCDocs
#7908188
version

1

Ron Breadmore,
Project Manager

February
2017

Not
Applicable

Not Available

Not Applicable

1

2.0

Ron Breadmore,
Project Manager

August
2020

All

More detail added
and expanded for all
sites in Project

August 31st, 2020
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1.2 Organization and Project Site Details
Organization Name:

CIRNAC - Contaminants and Remediation Division (CARD)

Site Names:

Rayrock Mine, the Sun Rose Advanced Exploration Site (Sun Rose), the REX
Exploration Site (REX), the Former Barge Landing Transportation Area (Barge
Landing), the Rayrock Power Line between Rayrock and Snare Hydro and the GS,
MK and TED drilling sites.
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Figure 1.

Rayrock Remediation Project Location of Sites
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Site Locations:

Site
Rayrock
Sun Rose
Barge Landing
GS
MK
REX
TED

Project Manager:

The majority of land use operations for the Rayrock Remediation Project will be
carried out on Crown lands within the Tłı̨ chǫ Comprehensive Land Claims
Agreement area. These works will occur at Rayrock and Sun Rose, both of which
are situated on Crown lands. The other five small ancillary sites are on Tłı̨ chǫ
Land, and will be cleaned-up as part of this Project. The Power Line that extended
between Rayrock and the Snare Hydro Facility lies both on Crown and Tłı̨ chǫ
Land. Site access to Rayrock and Sun Rose will be gained over winter access roads
on Tłı̨ chǫ Land. Co-ordinates for the sites in the Rayrock Remediation Project,
excluding the linear Power Line alignment that still requires confirmation, are as
follows:
NW corner
63◦ 27’ 54.200”N;
116◦ 34’ 45.983” W
63◦ 08’ 08.65” N;
116◦ 20’ 47.15” W
63◦ 02’ 24” N;
116◦ 16’ 33.6” W
63◦ 28’ 48” N;
116◦ 30’ 25.2” W
63◦ 26’ 02.4” N;
116◦ 36’ 00” W
63◦ 19’ 58.8” N;
116◦ 47’ 24” W
63◦ 29’ 45.6” N;
116◦ 36’ 36” W

NE Corner
63◦ 27’ 53.515” N;
116◦ 31’ 08.906” W
63◦ 07’ 56.54” N;
116◦ 18’ 21.56” W
63◦ 02’ 38.4” N;
116◦ 15’ 36” W
63◦ 28’ 44.4” N;
116◦ 30’ 10.8” W
63◦ 25’ 58.8” N;
116◦ 35’ 49.2” W
63◦ 19’ 48” N;
116◦ 46’ 48” W
63◦ 29’ 49.2” N;
116◦ 36’ 18” W

SW Corner
63◦ 25’ 43.168” N;
116◦ 34’ 47.904” W
63◦ 07’ 07.46” N;
116◦ 21’ 16.57” W
63◦ 02’ 09.6” N;
116◦ 16’ 22.8” W
63◦ 28’ 40.8” N;
116◦ 30’ 32.4” W
63◦ 25’ 51.6” N;
116◦ 36’ 18” W
63◦ 19’ 04.8” N;
116◦ 48’ 36” W
63◦ 29’ 42” N;
116◦ 36’ 28.8” W

SE Corner
63◦ 25’ 42.487” N;
116◦ 31’ 11.102” W
63◦ 06’ 53.59” N;
116◦ 18’ 56.90” W
63◦ 02’ 16.8” N;
116◦ 15’ 21.6” W
63◦ 28’ 33.6” N;
116◦ 30’ 18” W
63◦ 25’ 48” N;
116◦ 36’ 00” W
63◦ 18’ 50.4” N;
116◦ 48’ 00” W
63◦ 29’ 45.6” N;
116◦ 36’ 14.4” W

Ron Breadmore

Contact Information: (867) 669-2743 (w)
(867) 446-1193 (mobile)
ron.breadmore@canada.ca
1.3 Project Description
Rayrock Site
Rayrock is located on Crown land excluded from the Tłı̨ chǫ Comprehensive Land Claim Agreement. The
following risk elements have been identified for action:
Mine Openings - Five vent raises are located atop the Marian Ridge. Catastrophic failure of the caps could
result in a physical hazard and the potential for release of radon gas. Remediation will be with engineered
covers (Poly-Urethane Foam, Concrete or Stainless Steel).
Former Mine Camp Area - Asbestos Containing Materials (ACMs) that were used in the construction of
the buildings were left on the surrounding ground surface and have mixed with surrounding soil.
Remediation will have all potentially ACM-impacted soil collected and encapsulated in Mill Lake.
Mill Pad - The concrete mill pad represents a physical hazard to site visitors. Remediation will include the
break-up and disposal of the concrete from the mill pad in Mill Lake.
Building Foundations - There are several concrete foundations found within the former camp area of the
mine site. Remediation will include the break-up and disposal of the concrete in Mill Lake. Rebar anchors
in the bedrock will be cut at or below grade.
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Mill Workings - There is a widespread distribution of soils at the former mill workings that are impacted
by various metals. These soils will be excavated and encapsulated in Mill Lake.
North and South Tailings Containment Areas and Waste Dump - Minor deterioration of the tailings
caps has occurred at the peripheries of the two tailings caps. These caps will be repaired. Coarser rock
may also be used to provide additional armoring against future erosion.
Spilled Tailings - Spilled tailings can be found in some locations on the former Rayrock Mine site. Readily
accessible spilled tailings will be collected and encapsulated in Mill Lake.
Former Borrow Areas - Former borrow areas north of the north Tailings Containment Area and at the
former airstrip were left without restoration. Both borrow sources will be restored to prevent erosion and
to permit natural recovery.
Non Hazardous Waste - Non-hazardous waste and debris, such as waste metal and plastic, will be collected
and shipped to an approved facility in the south.
Hazardous Waste - Hazardous wastes will be collected and shipped to an approved facility in the south.
Mill Lake – Sediments and water in Mill Lake are contaminated with Uranium. Water from Mill Lake will
be pumped out, treated to water quality objectives and deposited in Sherman Lake. Sediment from Mill
Lake will be consolidated in the former Lake basin. The sediments will be covered with soil, concrete and
waste rock from the mill area, and then capped with an impermeable clay layer. All capped areas and
bedrock will be graded to promote positive drainage and thus prevent the lake from re-forming. The
bedrock will be blasted at the outlet of Mill Lake, where it enters Mill Creek, to achieve grades that permit
drainage.
Sun Rose Site
The Sun Rose Advanced Exploration Site is a former uranium exploration site located on the north side of
Chico Lake. Sun Rose is located on Crown land excluded from the Tłı̨ chǫ Comprehensive Land Claim
Agreement due to contamination concerns. It is 35 km north of Behchokǫ, NWT and 3 km to the east of
the Tłı̨ chǫ winter road. The Sun Rose site is approximately 15 hectare in area, and consists of ruins of
burned down building structures and waste rock. Soil contaminated with metals and radionuclides poses a
risk to human visitors, particularly to small children. The site also contains an open, but fenced, shaft.
Remediation will include collection of all non-hazardous and hazardous wastes and shipping to an approved
facility in the south. The shaft will be closed with an engineered cover. All exploration workings and waste
rock with elevated Uranium Concentrations will be covered with clean borrow material.
Sites on Tłı̨ chǫ Lands
In addition to the Rayrock and Sun Rose sites, there are five other affiliated site locations that will also be
cleaned-up as part of the Rayrock Remediation Project. The Horn Plateau – REX Showing, otherwise
referred to as the REX Exploration Site, is a former uranium exploration Site. Gamma radiation levels at
the exploration workings on-site have been identified as a concern. Non-hazardous wastes are prevalent
around the site. The remains of former wooden structure are located in the camp area. The wood was not
chemically treated. The plan for the clean-up of this site is to consolidate all non-hazardous wastes at
Rayrock for off-site disposal. All exploration workings that are deeper than 1.5 metres and with Gamma
Radiation exceeding targets will be covered with clean borrow material. All non-treated wood will be
burned.
The Barge Landing, the Rayrock Power Line TED, MK, and GS are all sites affiliated with the Rayrock
site. The Barge Landing is located on Marian Lake at the former terminus of the Rayrock all-season road.
The Rayrock Power Line supplied electricity from the Snare Hydroelectric Facility to the Rayrock Mine.
TED, MK, and GS are small exploration site where companies were attempting to find additional ore for
the Rayrock mine operation. All of these sites contain non-hazardous wastes, while limited amounts of
hazardous wastes are found at the Barge Landing and GS site. Some sites also have small exploration
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workings. Hazardous and non-hazardous material recovered from the Barge Landing will be brought to
Behchokǫ for off-site disposal and hazardous and non-hazardous materials from all other sites will be
consolidated at Rayrock for disposal with the Rayrock wastes. All exploration workings that are deeper
than 1.5 metres and with Gamma Radiation exceeding targets will be covered with clean borrow material,
as necessary.
See the Rayrock Remediation Project Remedial Action Plan for more details on remedial activities on all
Project sites.
1.4 Schedule/Timeline

2025-2026 –

Contract specification development, procurement, award and mobilization of the
remediation contractor in March 2022.
Remediation will require 3 years, then demobilization of remediation contractor in March
2025.
Project Closure and Year 1 of Long-Term Monitoring Program (LTMP).

2026 →

On-going LTMP, as required.

2021-2022 –
2022-2025 –

2. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Plan are to:
 Ensure the health and safety of all people working on or visiting the Rayrock Remediation Project
sites
 Increase awareness of emergency measures and lines of communication during all aspects of the
Rayrock Remediation Project;
 Commit to actions that promote fire prevention and plan for the safety of field personnel in the
event of a fire;
 Increase community participation in the Rayrock remediation and monitoring processes; and
 Facilitate the exchange of technical information and Traditional Knowledge (TK) regarding the
Rayrock Remediation Project.
3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES (CRITICAL INCIDENT MANAGEMENT)
A Critical Workplace Incident is a sudden, unexpected and serious workplace situation such as sustaining
a serious injury or witnessing/responding to a serious and/or fatal accident. A critical incident may cause
a person to experience unusually strong emotional reactions that have the potential to interfere with his or
her ability to function.
Other important definitions are “Severe incident” criteria under Canada Labour Code-II, which includes:
(a) the death of an employee;
(b) a disabling injury to two or more employees;
(c) the loss by an employee of a body member or part thereof or in the complete loss of the usefulness of
the body member;
(d) the permanent impairment of a body function of an employee;
(e) an explosion;
(f) damage to a boiler or pressure vessel that results in fire or the rupture of the boiler or pressure vessel; or
(g) any damage to an elevating device that renders it unserviceable, or a free fall of an elevating device.
A “dangerous occurrence” as defined by the NWT Mines Health and Safety Act includes:
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see (http://www.wscc.nt.ca/occupational-health-safety/ohs-information/incident-reporting-requirements)
(a) an incident involving the hoist, sheaves, hoisting rope, conveyance or shaft timbering or structure,
(b) an inrush of water,
(c) a cracking, seeping, or failure of a dam or bulkhead,
(d) an outbreak of fire,
(e) a premature or unexpected explosion or ignition,
(f) the occurrence of flammable, noxious or toxic gas in mine workings or at an exploration site,
(g) unexpected and non-controlled extensive subsidence or caving of mine workings,
(h) an explosion or outbreak of fire in any way related to the operation of an air compressor, air receiver,
compressed air line or steam boiler,
(i) a breakdown in the main ventilation system,
(j) loss of control or major damage to any mobile equipment,
(k) an uncontrolled fall of ground causing physical damage or the displacement of more than 50 t of
material, and
(l) any unusual occurrence not listed in paragraphs (a) to (k).
A “serious” (reportable) injury as defined by NWT Mines Health and Safety Act includes:
(a) spine, pelvis, femur, humerus, fibula, tibia, radius or ulna,
(b) an amputation of a major part of a hand or foot,
(c) the permanent loss of the sight of an eye,
(d) any serious internal haemorrhage,
(e) any burn that is caused by electricity and requires medical attention,
(f) any third degree burn,
(g) any injury caused directly or indirectly by explosives,
(h) any asphyxiation or poisoning that causes a partial or total loss of physical control, and
(i) any other injury likely to endanger life or cause permanent impairment.
The CIRNAC departmental SOP-044 for Critical Incident Management can be found in Appendix A.
In the event of a fire or a personnel injury, steps to protect the worker(s) and other personnel in the vicinity
must be taken. The area of the incident is to be evacuated immediately and emergency services (e.g.,
Medivac, NWT Fire Operations) contacted, if deemed appropriate. Personnel should not attempt to put out
any large fires without appropriate training and firefighting equipment. The dock on Sherman Lake is the
designated primary emergency/muster station, unless updated/revised by the Remediation Contractor. In
the event that this location is not secure or cannot be safely reached, personnel are to use the former mill
area beside Mill Lake as the secondary emergency/muster station. The Project Manager, Logistics
Coordinator and EHS Team Leader for CIRNAC-CARD are to be notified as soon as possible following
any emergency situation.
In the event of an accident resulting in a critical injury:
a) The victim should be removed from the immediate area if there is danger of further injury and the
removal can be done safely. In certain instances, when the victim cannot be moved, additional
protective equipment (i.e., respirator) may be used. First aid should then be administered until the
situation has stabilized and/or medical support is provided.
b) Arrangements should be made to transport (e.g., by Medivac) the individual(s) to a location where
appropriate medical attention can be administered.
c) The CIRNAC Project Manager are to be informed as soon as reasonably possible, without further
compromising health and safety.
First Aid and non-medical treatment will be administered in the field for injuries that are not of a critical
nature (e.g., scrapes and minor contusions).
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All pertinent information regarding an incident shall be recorded on the CIRNAC or Contractor’s Worker’s
Report of Injury Form and Accident/Incident Form, in accordance with the submitted Contractor Health
and Safety Plan. Each accident or injury shall be investigated as to cause and corrective actions taken to
prevent recurrence.
In the event of a vehicle or mobile equipment incident:
 Secure the scene, protect yourself and others;
 Shut off equipment and fuel sources, if safe to do so;
 Provide assistance to injured persons;
 Call for medical assistance, if needed (see Emergency Contacts in Section 5);
 If injured persons are in imminent danger, then remove injured persons and secure the incident
scene;
 Control any spill or environmental hazard;
 Notify Supervisions in accordance with the emergency contact list in Section 5; and
 Record third-party names (for incidents on the winter road), addresses, contact numbers, drivers’
licence numbers, vehicle and licence information.
In the event of a serious medical incident:
 Secure the scene, protect yourself and others;
 Attend to the injured person;
 Call for medical assistance, if needed (see Emergency Contacts in Section 5); and
 Notify Supervisions in accordance with the emergency contact list in Section 5.
Wildlife encounters are a common, yet serious, issue at remote sites. Issues with wildlife can be managed
using the following actions:
 All personnel will be knowledgeable of the details described in the Wildlife Management and
Monitoring Plan, and will have training in wildlife safety;
 All personnel will avoid situations that could create a wildlife encounter;
 All food items and domestic garbage should be secured in accordance with the Waste
Management Plan;
 Garbage will be disposed of at approved sites only;
 Foxes and other wildlife may approach personnel to scavenge food - avoid all contact as they
may carry the rabies virus, with exposure is through bites or saliva;
 The Rayrock Remediation Project is in an area where bears may be encountered - proper food
handling and garbage disposal procedures will lessen the likelihood of bears being attracted to
the area;
 All camp facilities must be surrounded with a wildlife deterring electrical fence (bear fence) that
remains operational at all times during project activities;
 All remote field work, where personnel are not in mobile equipment, will be performed with a
dedicated Wildlife Monitor who will be solely responsible for observing and deterring wildlife
in the work area;
 Wildlife encounters should be documented and reported following the Incident Reporting
procedure in the Wildlife Management and Monitoring Plan; and
 Wildlife emergencies should be reported to the appropriate Emergency Contacts (Section 5).
Large scale emergencies, such as regional wildfires, may necessitate a general evacuation of a Rayrock
Remediation Project area. Evacuation procedures may only be triggered by Site Management, with the
Camp Manager responsible for calls made from the field and Rayrock Project Managers (CIRNAC or and
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Public Services and Procurement Canada (PSPC)) responsible for calls made based on Regional issues.
Evacuation may be triggered by the following:
 By the Site Manager upon awareness of an incident requiring evacuation, including but not
limited to fires in the camp area that cannot be controlled or regional wildfires; and
 By remote Project Management when regional wildfires appear to be threatening operations.
Evacuation can be performed to two levels: site evacuation and project evacuation. Site evacuations involve
the removal of personnel from one of the sites distant from the Rayrock site, due to medical emergency,
fire, wildlife encounter or other significant event. If an injury results from an event, the injured personnel
would be transported to medical facilities in Yellowknife. If no injuries are involved, or for the non-injured
personnel during an incident, the personnel would be transported to Rayrock and would be re-assigned to
other duties. Equipment and materials would only be demobilized from the site if there is danger of
destruction and only if it is safe to perform the demobilization. Work would not resume at the site until
after resolution of the event and any subsequent investigation.
Project Evacuation would be necessary in the event of a wildfire that appears to be encroaching upon the
Rayrock site or an operational fire that cannot be controlled. Project Evacuation would involve the
demobilization of all project personnel to Yellowknife. In the event of a Project Evacuation, the health and
safety of Project personnel is paramount; equipment and materials will generally be left at the site.
Project Evacuation must be planned to provide for quick, safe evacuation of all employees in the event of
an emergency, and to establish the necessary teams and equipment required to respond to the emergency
by designated Project Safety personnel and other emergency responders, as appropriate. General
Evacuation Guidelines would include:
 Keep calm;
 If in an office or indoor area, take sufficient outdoor clothing and proceed quickly to the
emergency muster station or alternate station, as appropriate;
 Follow instructions of Supervisors;
 When evacuating, leave personal property including personal effects, etc.;
 Do not congregate in offices, sleeping areas, or other on-site buildings; and
 Follow the instructions of designated personnel throughout the evacuation process until safely
off of the site.
Supervisors must co-ordinate with Project Management to arrange for evacuation flights. In the event of a
Project Evacuation, personnel should be made aware that flights may require over an hour to start to arrive.
The primary objective of the initial evacuation should be the removal of personnel from the danger area to
a safe location; this may involve the temporary transport to a location outside of the danger area, and
subsequent transport to Yellowknife.
Project Evacuations will be thoroughly investigated following the incident. Work will not resume until
completion of the investigation and clearance from necessary regulatory authorities.
4. FIRE PREVENTION AND FIRE SAFETY
Table 1 identifies potential fire hazards that may occur as a result of planned project operations/activities
or natural occurrences.
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Table 1. Fire Hazard Types and Sources
Fire Hazard Type
Source
Charter aircraft
Aircraft fire
Infrastructure fire

Petroleum Hydrocarbon Fires

Combustible Oil

Forest Fires (includes
Wildfires)

Camp infrastructure at the
Rayrock site or the Sun Rose
site that will be required during
remediation.
Hydrocarbon from mobile
equipment, Jerry Cans and bulk
storage, located in designated
locations.
Containerized engine oil for
mobile equipment, located
inside designated structures
during remediation.
Forest

Mitigation Measures
Listen to aircraft safety briefing
from pilot and crew
Follow Departmental SOP-013
for fire protection or
Contractor's Site Specific Health
and Safety Plan
Follow Departmental SOP-013
for fire safety or Contractor's
Site Specific Health and Safety
Plan
Follow Departmental SOP-013
for fire safety or Contractor's
Site Specific Health and Safety
Plan
Follow Departmental Draft
SOP-Forest Fire or Contractor's
Site Specific Health and Safety
Plan

The CIRNAC departmental SOP-013 for fire safety and Draft SOP for forest fire can be found in Appendix
B.
4.1 Fire Prevention
The Rayrock Remediation Project is committed to the execution of all field activities in a manner that
minimizes the potential of inadvertent fires. Activities on the project will be completed in accordance with
guidelines provided in the 2019 National Fire Code of Canada – Alberta Edition. The remedial contractor
who will be completing the work on the Project will be required to provide an updated Emergency
Management and Fire Protection Plan (EMFPP). The plan will be kept in all camps, in an approved
location, for the duration of all Project work.
The implementation of the EMFPP is intended to ensure effective utilization of safety features, appropriate
for the remote field operation, to protect people from fire. The required EMFPP will be designed to reflect
all Project activities and infrastructure needed for Project completion. This EMFPP will to be kept readily
available at all times for use by staff and fire officials in the event of an emergency. This EMFPP reduces
the risk of fires at all Rayrock Remediation Project sites by:
a) classifying all materials that are potential fire hazards and specifying their proper handling and
storage procedures;
b) identifying potential ignition sources and providing proper procedures for control of those
materials;
c) describing fire protection equipment or systems that will be made available for Project personnel;
d) specifying the personnel responsible for maintaining the equipment and systems installed to prevent
or control ignition of fires;
e) specifying the personnel responsible for the control and maintenance of the inventory of flammable
or combustible material;
f) specifying the personnel trained and responsible for control of fires (fire-fighting);
g) providing good housekeeping procedures for ensuring control of flammable and combustible waste
material and residues; and
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h) ensuring proper employee training about fire hazards they may encounter.
Fire safety is everyone's responsibility. All employees should know how to prevent and respond to fires,
and should understand that they are responsible for adhering to policies regarding fire emergencies. The
EMFPP will, at a minimum, cover the following topics:
1. Good Housekeeping - To limit the risk of fires, field personnel will take the following precautions:
a) Minimize storage of combustible materials outside of controlled areas.
b) Make sure exit routes are free of obstructions.
c) Dispose of combustible waste in covered, airtight, metal containers.
d) Use and store flammable materials in well-ventilated areas away from ignition sources.
e) Use non-flammable cleaning products preferentially over flammable cleaning products.
f) Store and keep incompatible (chemically reactive) substances away from each other.
g) Perform “hot work” (welding or working with an open flame or other ignition source) in
controlled and well-ventilated areas.
h) Keep equipment in good working order; inspect electrical wiring and appliances regularly and
keep motors and machine tools free of dust and grease.
i) Ensure that heating units are set-up and maintained in accordance with manufacturer’s
instruction.
j) Report all gas leaks immediately to the Site Manager or other designated person, who will ensure
the leaks are repaired immediately.
k) Clean up flammable liquid leaks immediately in accordance with the approved Spill Contingency
Plan.
l) Keep work areas free of dust, lint, sawdust, scraps, and similar material.
m) Ensure all electrical connections are properly wired, electrical equipment is turned off when not
in use and do not overload circuits with multiple pieces of equipment.
n) Ensure that required hot-work permits are obtained.
o) Ensure Burn Permit is obtained from GNWT-ENR and strictly adhered to, including the use of
designated Fire Watch for all open burning
p) Ensure waste incinerators are operated and maintained as per manufacturer’s recommendations
2. The following equipment is subject to maintenance, inspection, and testing procedures:
a) equipment installed to detect fuel leaks, control heating, and control pressurized systems;
b) portable fire extinguishers and fixed extinguishing systems;
c) detection systems for smoke, heat, or flame;
d) fire alarm systems; and
e) emergency backup systems and the equipment they support.
4.2 Fire Response – Operational Areas
The EMFPP will outline prescribed responses to fires that result from operations at the Rayrock
Remediation Project. In all cases of fires, the following minimum actions are required:
• Secure the scene: protect yourself and others;
• Have all non-essential personnel clear the area;
• Notify other workers by voice, radio or alarm;
• Immediately shut off power, engines and fuel sources, if safe to do so;
• If the fire is small, extinguish it with the available fighting equipment;
• If you cannot safely fight the fire, evacuate to a safe area and secure access to the area of the fire;
• Do a head count to account for all workers on the Project site; and
• Notify emergency contacts in accordance with the emergency contact list in Section 5.
Fires that occur in remote areas, such as those around the Rayrock Remediation Project sites, have the
potential to spread to surrounding wildlands and cause a wildfire. If the fire in an operational area cannot
10
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be safely fought by site personnel, and after notification of emergency contacts, the Project site must be
evacuated until the fire is under control.
Basic fire prevention training will be provided to all site personnel and documentation of the training will
be maintain. The training will include:
1. This EMFPP and the Spill Contingency Plan, including how they can be accessed;
2. Good housekeeping practices;
3. Proper response and notification in the event of a fire;
4. Instruction in the use of portable fire extinguishers; and
5. Recognition of potential fire hazards.
Supervisors will train employees about fire hazards associated with their specific duties and the materials
for which they are responsible in their duties, and will maintain documentation of this training. Site
personnel will receive this training when they start work on the Rayrock Remediation Project, annually,
and when changes in work processes or responsibilities necessitate additional training.
The major workplace fire hazards at the Rayrock Remediation Project sites may include the following
hazards:
1. Electrical Fire Hazards
Electrical system failures and the misuse of electrical equipment are a potential cause of fires. Fires can
result from loose ground connections, wiring with frayed insulation or exposed wire, or overloaded fuses,
circuits, motors, or outlets. To prevent electrical fires, Project personnel will:
a) make sure worn wires are replaced;
b) use only appropriately rated fuses or breaker systems;
c) never use extension cords as substitutes for permanent wiring;
d) use only approved extension cords appropriately rated for the intended application;
e) check wiring in hazardous locations where the risk of fire is especially high;
f) check electrical equipment to ensure it is properly grounded and/or double insulated;
g) ensure adequate spacing during maintenance; and
h) any steel structures such as quonsets or sea cans used for storage must be properly grounded against
potential lightning strikes.
2. Heaters
All heaters must be installed and maintained by appropriately trained personnel. Heating systems must be
maintained for operational efficiency on a regular basis, and any identified problem with the system or its
associated infrastructure must be corrected immediately, or the system must be removed from commission
until the problem is corrected. Portable electric heaters must have tip-over protection that automatically
shuts off the unit when it is tipped over. A portable heater may only be plugged into a wall outlet and never
into an extension cord. Adequate clearance must be maintained between the heater and combustible
furnishings or other materials at all times.
3. Building Fire Hazards
Apart from the risk posed by the heating systems in a field setting, building fires may result from the use
of electrical equipment in all buildings and from kitchen equipment such as stoves. To prevent building
fires, employees must:
a) avoid overloading circuits with electrical equipment;
b) turn off and unplug non-essential electrical equipment at the end of each workday;
c) keep storage areas clear of rubbish;
d) ensure that extension cords are not placed under carpets or in high traffic areas where they could
become damaged; and
e) ensure that trash and paper set aside for recycling is not allowed to accumulate.
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4. Cutting, Welding, and Open-Flame Work
Cutting, welding and other open-flame work have a high potential for starting fires. All personnel engaging
in these activities will ensure the following:
a) All necessary hot work permits have been obtained before work begins.
b) Cutting and welding are done only by authorized personnel in designated areas as outlined in the
received permit.
c) Adequate ventilation is provided.
d) Torches, regulators, pressure-reducing valves, and manifolds are appropriate for the intended work
and are properly maintained for safe operation.
e) Oxygen-fuel gas systems are equipped with listed or approved backflow valves and pressure-relief
devices.
f) Cutters, welders, and helpers are wearing eye protection and protective clothing, as appropriate.
g) Cutting or welding is prohibited in areas without appropriate fire suppression equipment.
h) Cutting or welding is prohibited in areas where explosive atmospheres of gases, vapors, or dusts
could develop from residues or accumulations in confined spaces.
i) Cutting or welding is prohibited on metal walls, ceilings, or roofs built with combustible materials
or combustible covering.
j) Confined spaces, such as tanks, are tested to ensure that the atmosphere is not more than 10 percent
of the lower flammable limit before cutting or welding.
k) Piping or containers that previously contained flammable or combustible materials are cleaned,
purged, and tested before cutting or welding on them begins.
l) A fire watch has been established during all permitted activities.
5. Flammable and Combustible Materials
Certain types of substances can ignite at relatively low temperatures or pose a risk of catastrophic explosion
if ignited. Such substances obviously require special care and handling. Site personnel will regularly
maintain the inventory of combustible materials at the Rayrock Remediation Project site as per the
requirements of WHMIS 2015 and will ensure these materials do not pose a fire safety threat. The following
materials should be considered when considering fire safety:
a) Class A combustibles: These include common combustible materials (wood, paper, cloth, rubber,
and plastics) that can act as fuel and are found in non-specialized areas, such as offices. Water and
multi-purpose dry chemical (ABC) are approved fire-extinguishing agents for Class A
combustibles. To handle Class A combustibles safely:
i.
Dispose of waste daily.
ii.
Keep trash in metal-lined receptacles with tight-fitting covers. Metal or plastic
wastebaskets should be emptied every day and do not need to be covered.
iii.
Keep work areas clean and free of fuel paths that could allow a fire to spread.
iv.
Keep combustibles away from accidental ignition sources, such as stoves, soldering irons,
or other heat- or spark-producing devices.
v.
Store paper stock in metal cabinets.
vi.
Store rags in metal bins with self-closing lids.
vii.
Do not maintain an excessive inventory of combustibles.
viii.
Frequently inspect areas where combustibles are kept.
b) Class B combustibles: These include flammable and combustible liquids (oils, greases, tars, oilbased paints, and lacquers), flammable gases, and flammable aerosols. Do not use water to
extinguish Class B fires caused by flammable liquids. Water can cause burning liquid to spread,
making the fire worse. To extinguish a fire caused by flammable liquids, exclude the air around
the burning liquid. Fire-extinguishing agents that are approved for Class B combustibles include
carbon dioxide and multi-purpose dry chemical (ABC). To handle Class B combustibles safely:
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i.
ii.

iii.

iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.

Use only approved pumps to dispense liquids from tanks, drums, barrels, or similar
containers (or use approved self-closing valves or faucets).
Do not dispense Class B flammable liquids into containers unless the nozzle and container
are electrically interconnected by contact or a bonding wire. Either the tank or container
must be grounded.
Store, handle, and use Class B combustibles only in approved locations where vapors are
prevented from reaching ignition sources, such as heating or electric equipment, open
flames, or mechanical or electric sparks.
Do not use a flammable liquid as a cleaning agent inside a building.
Do not use, handle, or store Class B combustibles near exits or other areas normally used
for egress.
Do not weld, cut, grind, or use unsafe electrical appliances or equipment near Class B
combustibles.
Do not generate heat, allow an open flame, or smoke near Class B combustibles.
Know the location of and how to use the nearest portable fire extinguisher rated for Class
B fire.

6. Smoking
Smoking will be prohibited in all buildings, unless otherwise established. Certain outdoor areas, such as
re-fueling areas, must also be designated as no smoking areas. No smoking is permitted in any vehicle. The
areas where smoking is prohibited outdoors will be identified by NO SMOKING signs. Where smoking is
permitted outdoors, fire-proof, outdoor ashtrays will be utilized.
4.3 Fire Response – Wildland (Forest) Fires
Wildland or forest fires are a natural occurrence in the summer months in the Northwest Territories.
According to the Government of the Northwest Territories, there are an average of 224 wildland /forest
fires each year in the Territories, with eighty-eight percent of these fires caused by lightning.
Wildland/forest fires may occur in the area of the Rayrock Remediation Project sites, and site personnel
must be prepared in the case of wildfire encroachment on field operations.
Wildfires in the Northwest Territories must be monitored by Rayrock Remediation Project field personnel
to ensure that identified fires are not near project sites. Project personnel must check fire maps daily for
current fire conditions. The following sites are maintained throughout the forest fire season:
NRCAN Fire Map:
http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/interactive-map
GNWT Fire Map:
http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/fire-operations/maps-fire-operations
Field personnel should always monitor for wildfires in their work area, and especially after electrical storms
as the storm could cause fires that have yet to be reported through the on-line mapping system.
If an uncontrolled fire is discovered:
• Notify other workers by voice, radio or other alarm;
• Evacuate to a safe area;
• Immediately notify a Project Supervisor or other designated persons who will notify Emergency
Services and provide the following information:
− Location of fire;
− Approximate size of the fire;
− Weather conditions in the area of the fire (especially wind direction and speed); and
− Conditions of area of the fire (e.g. heavily vegetated, sparsely vegetated bedrock, etc.).
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Field personnel should not try to control a wildfire; site personnel who are properly trained, equipped and
designated for wildfire management may be employed to control the fire if the Remediation Contractor has
established such a team and if it is determined that the fire can be safely managed.
Wildfires that pose a direct threat to Rayrock Remediation Project infrastructure will be reported to the
Government of the Northwest Territories for firefighting. All personnel in the area of a wildfire must be
evacuated until the fire is under control.
5. Emergency Contact List
Emergency Medical Services
GNWT ENR North Slave Region
Fire Operations (for wildfire)
1st – Stanton Hospital
2nd – MEDI-VAC (if required)

1-877-698-3473 (i.e. 1-877-NWT-FIRE)
867-669-4100
867-669-4222 (Need permission from Stanton Hospital first)

Departmental and Corporate Contacts
Ron Breadmore
CIRNAC Project
Manager/ EHS Team
Leader for CARD
Patti Garbutt
CIRNAC Logistics
Coordinator
Rebecca Studer-Halbach
PSPC Project
Manager
Departmental Representative
To Be Confirmed
Remediation Contractor
To Be Confirmed
Emergency Contacts
ESDC Labour Program

WSCC Mine Safety
Spill Report Line
Summit Air
Air Tindi
Great Slave Helicopters
Summit Helicopters

National Telephone
Regional On-line
Incident and Injury
Reporting
Spill Action Centre
Aircraft Provider
Aircraft Provider
Aircraft Provider
Aircraft Provider

867-669-2743

867-445-5232
780-224-1484

1-800-641-4049
NA-NWPR-OHS-SST-LS-NTGD@labour-travail.gc.ca
1-800-661-0792
867-669-2665
867-873-4464
867-669-8218
867-873-2081
867-765-5969
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Critical Workplace Incident Management

Objective:
The objective of this procedure is to establish a standard for Critical Workplace Incidents that may occur
during field program delivery on any CIRNAC Northern Contaminated Sites projects. It is intended to ensure
effective response during all stages of the incident, including: initial field response, internal reporting to
management, external communications to the authorities, fulfillment of individual roles and responsibilities, as
well as the provision of necessary support for field staff.

Scope:
This procedure applies to all employees, contractors and their employees, and visitors.

Introduction:
Guidelines are presented to ensure all personnel are aware of incident response, communications,
reporting and field support for all CIRNAC Northern Contaminated Sites.

Definitions:
Crew Lead
Possesses training and experience that would satisfy the requirements of a “qualified person” under
occupational health and safety legislation
Critical Workplace Incident
A sudden, unexpected and serious workplace situation such as sustaining a serious injury or
witnessing/responding to a serious and/or fatal accident. A critical incident may cause a person to experience
unusually strong emotional reactions that have the potential to interfere with his or her ability to function.
Critical Workplace Incident Response Plan
An incident response plan is a set of written instructions that outline a method for responding to, and limiting
the damage from, workplace incidents. Incident response plans should be specific to different incident types.
Critical Workplace Incident Response Program

A confidential, early intervention initiative that provides critical incident intervention to workers
and employers who have experienced a traumatic event in the workplace.

Caution: Any hard copy of this document is uncontrolled and is to be used for information purposes only. The reader
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Preparation:
Hazards:

. Personal injury (reversible/irreversible)
. Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
. Critical injury/death

Tools:






SOP-044 https://gcdocs.intra.pri/aanc-inac/llisapi.dll/properties/45175331
Communication Fan-out for Field https://gcdocs.intra.pri/aanc-inac/llisapi.dll/Overview/50834845
Communication Log https://gcdocs.intra.pri/aanc-inac/llisapi.dll/properties/50800212
Mock drill exercise process

Requirements:
1. Critical Workplace Incident Response Plan
Having an effective Plan that prepares employees for a critical workplace incident forms a crucial part of the
Hazard Prevention Program under Regulation 19 of the Canada Occupational Health and Safety
Regulations, made under Canada Labour Code - Part II. The Critical Workplace Incident Response Plan is
a management responsibility and should consist of the following:
-

Regular safety audits and risk assessments to identify, characterize and mitigate known and potential
risks;
An identified “Incident Response Team” comprised of managers and employees who are responsible
for safety, communication with attendant responsibilities;
Training for managers and employees on procedures to follow in the event of a critical workplace
incident and who to contact on the Incident Response Team;
Regular drills and mock exercises (internal and external table top) to prepare for different types of
workplace incidents;
Regular updates of contact information for responsible persons and authorities;
Annual review and sign off on SOP between Project Manager (Supervisor) and field staff; and
Five (5) year review/revision by management

-

2. Critical Workplace Incident Response - Roles & Responsibilities (CIRNAC-Managed Sites)
Effective procedures are required to respond to a critical workplace incident on a CIRNAC-managed site
and must include clear roles and responsibilities for all parties involved:
CARD Crew Lead
Takes control of scene: issues stand down order (a shut down or cessation of all site activities) and
assigns a second in command (2IC) and first aid lead (can be same person if qualified)
- Check that all employees are safe: conduct roll call/head count and assess scene for additional hazards
- Assesses severity of incident: triage injuries/illnesses, attend to casualties and contact local medical
facility for and serious conditions requiring professional guidance
-
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Secures accident scene: cordon off with flagging tape or other markers, prohibit entry into area and
ensure that the scene is not disturbed
Identifies any witnesses and document their information (in support of pending investigation)
Document the incident in field notes in support of detailed Incident Report (map of incident and
surrounding area, water bodies etc.)

-

CARD Project Manager*
-

Ensures Crew Lead (and all field staff as direct reports) are aware of field preparation and emergency
procedures
Primary link to Crew Lead in field during initial response
Assists Crew Lead in determining severity of incident (moderate/major/critical)
Relays information to EHS Team Leader and/or Senior Manager
Arranges for air charter support (through CARD Logistics Coordinator) as needed
Post-incident, follows up with briefing and reporting, assists with investigation
Conducts debrief and reviews emergency management procedures
Ensures that Lessons Learned are carried forward on future projects at tender and evaluation stage
(Contractor must have clear Stand Down and Work Resumption processes)
*Project Manager may also be the Crew Lead if suitably qualified
CARD EHS Team Leader
-

-

Ensures that Project Managers are aware of field preparation and emergency response procedures and
that mock incidents/drills are conducted annually
Secondary link to Crew Lead in field during initial response (if PM not available)
NOTIFIES AUTHORITIES:
o If fatality, contact RCMP (they will contact Coroner’s Office);
o for serious injury or fatality, report incident immediately to the appropriate AHJ (ESDC for
federal employee or WSCC for Contractor’s worker); if aircraft involved, operator to
contact Transport Canada (TC may delegate RCMP to initiate the investigation);
o if release to land or in water, NWT-NU Spill Line; if release from pipeline or transport
vessel, contact CANUTEC
Relays information to CARD Senior Manager as needed
Sets up Emergency Operations Command Post in office
Notifies AHJ (if PM not available) and NWTOHSC and HR Service Centre
Notifies NCSB EHS Coordinator and EHS Working Group Chair
Provides support to Project Manager and coordinates information flow to Senior Manager
Coordinates external support resources such as crisis counsellors or HSE specialists
Participates in briefing and debriefing activities
CARD Senior Manager

-

Ensures that senior management is kept abreast of field prep and emergency procedures
Tertiary link to Crew Lead in field during initial response (if PM not available)
Notifies AHJ (if PM or EHS Team Leader not available)
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- Notifies NT Region Senior Management Team in event of moderate, major or critical incident

-

Notifies NCSP PTO and PMD Directors
Notifies PSPC-NCS Senior Management
Provides support to Project Manager and EHS Team Leader and relays information to and from Senior
Management
If a CIRNAC employee is seriously injured, notifies Regional HR Coordinator and Central HR Services
and contacts the CIRNAC Emergency Contacts indicated on Field Trip Itinerary

CARD PROGRAM MANAGER
-

Supports CARD Senior Manager as needed or acts in their absence

CARD Program Support
Communications
-

Works with CARD Senior Manager and Project Manager to draft media lines for approval
Works with Incident Management team to designate a departmental spokesperson
Logistics Coordinator

- Assists Crew Lead with coordination of medivac flight and other air support
CIRNAC NT Region – Senior Management Team
-

Under purview of RDG only and built on a case-by-case basis to respond to an incident or emerging
issue
Consists of RDG, Director of Communications/Corporate Services, Regional Human Resources
Manager, CARD Senior Manager
Decides on the approach to be taken for incident management such as: planning and logistics,
identifying stakeholders and partners, developing/defining communications strategy, incident response
and resuming normal business
In case of CIRNAC employee fatality, notification of next of kin will be determined by this group

CIRNAC Headquarters
NCSB Project Management Directorate and Project Technical Office Directors, EHS Coordinator and EHS
Working Group Chair
-

NCR communication co-ordination, reporting to departmental heads, directing national media inquiries
*NOTE: A CIRNAC-managed site may be a site that is visited by PSPC and their bidders, in which case,
PSPC would be in control of the work, and would apply their SMS. This would include chartering a
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suitable aircraft from NMSO, disclosing known and potential site hazards, providing site orientation and
applying site controls (site access, Wildlife Monitors, call ins etc)

Critical Workplace Incident Response - Roles and Responsibilities for a PSPC-Managed Site
Effective procedures are required to respond to a critical workplace incident on a CIRNAC-managed
site and must include clear roles and responsibilities for all parties involved
PSPC Crew Lead or Site Manager

-

Take control of scene: issues stand down order and assign second in command (2IC)
Check that all employees are safe: conduct roll call/head count and assess scene for additional hazards
Assess severity of incident: triage injuries/illnesses, attend to casualties and contact local medical
facility for and serious conditions requiring professional guidance
Secure accident scene: cordon off with flagging tape or other markers, prohibit entry into area and
ensure that the scene is not disturbed
NOTIFY AUTHORITIES: for serious injury or fatality, report incident immediately to the appropriate
AHJ (ESDC for federal employee or WSCC for Contractor’s worker); if fatality, contact RCMP (they
will contact Coroner’s Office); if aircraft involved, operator to contact Transport Canada (TC may
delegate RCMP to initiate the investigation); if release to land or in water, NWT-NU Spill Line; if
release from pipeline or transport vessel, contact CANUTEC
Arrange for air charter support through Contractor or CARD Logistics Coordinator
Identify any witnesses and document their information (in support of pending investigation) and
document the incident in field notes in support of detailed Incident Report (map of incident and
surrounding area, water bodies etc.)

-

-

NCS Management
Project Manager*
-

Primary link to Crew Lead in field during initial response
Assists Crew Lead in determining severity of incident (moderate/major/critical)
Relays information from Crew Lead to EHS Team Leader and Senior Manager
Notifies AHJ

*Project Manager may also be the Crew Lead if suitably qualified
H&S Coordinator
-

Secondary link to Crew Lead in field during initial response
Notifies AHJ in absence of Project Manager
Notifies NCSB EHS Coordinator and EHS Working Group Chair
Provides support to Project Manager and relays information to Senior Manager
Senior Manager

-

Tertiary link to Crew Lead in field during initial response
Notifies AHJ in absence of EHS Team Leader
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- Notifies NT Region Incident Management Team in event of moderate, major or critical incident
- Notifies NCSP Director
- Provides support to Project Manager and EHS Team Leader and relays information to Senior
Management

PSPC Regional Office – Incident Management Team
Director of Communications, Director of Corporate Services, Regional Director General
- Regional communication co-ordination, reporting to departmental heads, directing local media inquiries
PSPC Headquarters (Edmonton)
NCS Director, ESAT, EHS members
-

Communication co-ordination, reporting to departmental heads, directing national media inquiries

3. Critical Workplace Incident – Initial Response in the Field

i)

Take control of the scene: evacuate the area and direct others to safety if needed; issue stand
down/stop work order and assign second in command (2IC) to assist in field (field scribe and first
air lead if qualified)

ii)

Check crew safety and take control of communications: check that all employees are safe (roll
call/head count); use radio/alarm system as per JHA to notify other personnel in area; ensure your
actions/intentions are understood and set up On-Site Command Post to control and contain site
activities as well controlling off-site communications

iii)

Assess incident severity: don’t rush into accident scene – you can’t help others if you are injured;
ensure your actions/intentions are understood and confirm severity of incident and casualties, triage
injuries and assess scene for additional hazards

iv)

>> for any FATALITY, report incident IMMEDIATELY to RCMP
Secure the area and contain hazards: control on-going hazards and limit/restrict access to the area;
cordon off with flagging tape if possible and ensure that the scene is not disturbed

v)

Call for assistance: notify Project Manager, EHS Team Leader, Senior Manager or Logistics
Coordinator (in that order) to activate the Critical Incident Management Plan; clarify whether a
medivac flight will be needed

vi)

Address injuries and notify Authorities: for serious injury or illness, determine level of emergency
and contact medical professional for guidance as required; refer to Communications Fan out for
AHJ contact information

vii)

Initiate rescue operations: only if safe to do so, using appropriate procedures and PPE; move
victims to muster area and administer first aid; maintain ongoing care and confirm emergency
services have been dispatched

viii)

Monitor casualties and adjust to any changing site conditions: establish shelter and provide
support to those who may be emotionally upset, watch for signs of shock; evaluate risks and
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identify hazardous situations associated with the incident for any changes that may create new
threat

ix)

Address remaining reporting requirements through the Project Manager: refer to
Communications fan-out for Field

x)

Identify witnesses and document accident scene: witnesses may be interviewed if an investigation
is initiated; use field notes in support of a detailed Incident Report (map of incident and surrounding
Critical Workplace Incident Response - Communications
Effective communication is a priority during a critical workplace incident to ensure that necessary
information flows from the field to appropriate parties in a timely fashion.
i)

Communications Internal Fan-out – CIRNAC-Managed Site

ii)

Refer to Figures 1-3
Communications Internal Fan-out – PSPC-Managed Site

iii)

Refer to Figures 4-6
Communications External Fan-out – Authorities Having Jurisdiction

The primary recipient for external communications will be the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ), with the
responsible authority dependent upon the nature of the incident:
RCMP – for any fatality
NWT Coroner’s Office - for any fatality
ESDC Labour Program - for an injured federal employee (anything more than minor injury i.e., a
possibly disabling or lost time injury)
WSCC Prevention Services – for a Contractor’s injured worker
Transport Canada (Aviation OHS) - for incidents involving aircraft
GNWT ENR – for reportable spills to NWT-NU Spill Line
CANUTEC – for spills related to transportation (air, rail, road, marine)
iv)

Communications External Fan-out – CIRNAC Employee’s Next of Kin

In the case of a CIRNAC fatality, the CARD Senior Manager, working in conjunction with Regional
Senior Management Team, will determine how to contact the employee’s next of kin with confirmation
that there’s been an incident involving their family member. A commitment will be made to offer regular
updates as information becomes available, but no further comment can be made until official report of
death is received by RCMP and Coroner.
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In the case of a serious incident involving a CIRNAC employee, the CARD Senior Manager notifies
Regional HR Coordinator and Central HR Services and contacts the CIRNAC Emergency Contacts indicated
on Field Trip Itinerary.

4. Critical Workplace Incident - Follow up
Crew Lead
-

Provide debriefing to Project Manager, EHS Team Leader, Senior Manager

Project Manager
-

Provide additional information in support of AHJ investigations
Attend site investigation by AHJ if required
Complete external reporting to AHJs within specified timelines
Complete internal reporting to Senior Management as required (internal IRs or BNs)
Ensure that any directions or Assurances of Voluntary Compliance are actioned as required

EHS Team Leader
- Support PM with reporting
- Report and update NCSP EHS Working Group and NWTOHSC
Senior Manager
- Arrange for counselling services with HR rep
- Follow up reporting and briefing to Senior Management
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Figure 1: Communications for CIRNAC-Managed NCSP Site
for Moderate Incidents
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Figure 2: Communications for CIRNAC-Managed NCSP Site
for Major - Critical Incidents
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Figure 3: Communications for PSPC-Managed NCSP Site
(Prime Contractor on site) for Moderate Incidents
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Figure 4: Communications for PSPC-Managed NCSP Site
(Prime Contractor on site) for Major - Critical Incidents
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*NOTE: Fan out process will occur in parallel with PSPC under their Incident Management process
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Determining Severity
Consequence

Low

Minor

Moderate

Major

Critical

Objective but
reversible
disability/impairment
and/or injury

Moderate,
irreversible
disability,
impairment or
injury to one or
more people

Severe,
irreversible
disability,
impairment or
injury to one or
more people

Fatalities

Human H&S

Low level,
short-term,
subjective
symptoms

No measureable
physical effect

On-site medical
treatment required
but no lost time
injury

No medical
treatment

Severity determines the reporting requirements and communications flow:
Critical-Major incidents
-

must be verbally reported immediately to AHJ
must be verbally reported immediately to PSPC and CIRNAC Project Managers
PSPC Project Manager will immediately contact NCS Senior Manager and H&S Coordinator
CIRNAC Project Manager will immediately contact CARD Senior Manager and CARD EHS
Team Leader
PSPC Senior Manager will initiate reporting to Regional Senior Management
CARD Senior Manager will initiate reporting to Regional Senior Management
Written follow up required to Project Managers within 24 hrs of the occurrence

Moderate
Minor

must be verbally reported to AHJ as per regulatory requirements
must be verbally reported to PSPC and CIRNAC Project Managers within 24 hrs
CIRNAC Project Manager update NCS Senior Manager and H&S Coordinator with 3 working
days
CIRNAC Project Manager will update CARD Senior Manager and CARD EHS Team Leader
within 3 working days
Written follow up required to Project Managers within 24 hrs of the occurrence

-

must be reported in writing within 24hrs to Project Managers

-

Must be tracked internally in log and Daily Report

Low
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Initial Response in the Field – Checklist
1. Take control of the scene: evacuate the area and direct others to safety if needed; issue stand
down/stop work order and assign second in command (2IC) to assist in field
2. Check crew safety and take control of communications: check that all employees are safe (roll
call/head count); use radio/alarm system as per JHA to notify other personnel in area; ensure your
actions/intentions are understood and set up On-Site Command Post to control and contain site
activities as well controlling off-site communications
3. Assess incident severity: don’t rush into accident scene – you can’t help others if you are injured and
confirm severity of incident and casualties, triage injuries and assess scene for additional hazards
>> for any FATALITY, report incident IMMEDIATELY to RCMP
4. Secure the area: control on-going hazards and limit/restrict access to the area; cordon off with
flagging tape if possible and ensure that the scene is not disturbed
5. Call for assistance: notify Project Manager, EHS Team Leader, Senior Manager or Logistics
Coordinator (in that order) to activate the Critical Incident Management Plan; clarify whether a
medivac flight will be needed
6. Address injuries and illnesses: for serious injury or illness, determine level of emergency and
contact medical professional for guidance as required
7. Initiate rescue: only if safe to do so, using appropriate procedures and PPE; move victims to muster
area and administer first aid; maintain ongoing care and confirm emergency services have been
dispatched
8. Provide comfort to casualties and crew: establish shelter and provide support to those who may be
emotionally upset, watch for signs of shock; evaluate risks and identify hazardous situations
associated with the incident for any changes that may create new threat
9. Confirm other reporting requirements: refer to Communications fan-out Sheet for Field
10. Identify witnesses and document incident: witnesses may be interviewed if an investigation is
initiated; use field notes in support of a detailed Incident Report (map of incident and surrounding area,
water bodies etc.) and take photos of the scene
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Communications Holding Statement
Where a Preliminary Holding Statement is required by the media, the Statement shall contain:
Nature of Emergency – a general description of what happened. Do not give an opinion of the cause. Do not
speculate. Use non-technical language.
Where and When - location of site from the nearest major centre and the time the incident began.
Injuries/Fatalities/Damages - no opinions shall be given as to the extent of damage or injuries; state the number
of people receiving treatment; no names are to be released until after permission has been granted by the nextof-kin.
Status - indicate the nature of the situation; what is being done and by whom.
When to Expect More Information - Departmental Spokesperson or alternate, will issue further information to
the media. Ongoing media attention focused at the emergency site shall be referred to the Spokesperson.
Sample Preliminary Holding Statement
Name of Media Representative:____________________
Organization they work for: _______________________
Date: Time (0-2400 hrs): ___________
“At approximately (Time, am/pm) today, CIRNAC/PSPC experienced a (Incident/Fire/Explosion/Release) at its
site located approximately kilometres (east/west/north/south) of (Nearest Town/City).
There are no injuries associated with this incident.
OR
There are injuries associated with this incident. However, the numbers, names, and conditions of those injured
have not yet been confirmed for release.
The cause of this incident is not yet known and no estimate of damage is available. However, CIRNAC is
directing emergency procedures at this time and steps are being taken to control this incident.
For additional information about this incident, please call Communications Officer, at 867-669-###.”

Checklist for Post-Incident
1. Ensure the incident site is not disturbed until all necessary site investigations have been completed by the
appropriate authority
2. Ensure site is safe, no hazards left behind or other issues such as fuel spills have been addressed. Ensure all
work areas, safety equipment, machinery, and tools are cleaned, repaired, and returned to their proper
location.
3. Ensure counselling has been provided by contractor for their workers and that CIRNAC staff are supported
as well
4. Follow up with AHJs (reporting and corrective actions)
5. Brief Senior Management (Briefing Note, meetings)
6. Finalize media lines with Communications Officer (approvals and interviews)
Caution: Any hard copy of this document is uncontrolled and is to be used for information purposes only. The reader
is cautioned the content of the procedures may be changed without notification
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7. Complete Internal Incident Reporting
8. Complete Lessons Learned
9. Conduct debrief with Project Team and review emergency procedures
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Additional Considerations for Project Managers
1. Critical incidents will require that the RCMP be contacted. They will need to investigate the scene and
will request that the scene be secured. The RCMP will also contact the Coroner’s Office. The RCMP
and Coroner must complete their site investigations first.
2. For incidents involving federal employees, ESDC does not have offices in the NWT and may request
that WSCC attend the initial site investigation as per their Inter-Jurisdictional Agreement
3. Investigation teams for CIRNAC and PSPC will include the Project Managers and may include the
H&S Coordinator and EHS Team Leader. Where a federal employee is involved, the Regional OHS
Committee may investigate
4. Project Manager’s primary role is to provide support for field crew. The PM’s secondary role is to
report up to CARD Senior Manager and initiate regional reporting and support from EHS Team Leader,
Communications, Logistics Coordinator etc
5. Communications lines are difficult to maintain in a crisis situation and roles and responsibilities can
easily get blurred. Adhere to this SOP and ensure all your contacts are doing the same
6. Where there are fatalities involving CARD employees, next of kin will need to be notified as soon as
RCMP and Coroner complete their investigation and findings are confirmed
7. For CIRNAC employees, WCB-Alberta will need to be notified
8. Counselling will be required. The remediation contractor will arrange for site staff. CARD and PSPC
may benefit from that at site or if off-site, may access their EAP.
9. Media lines and Briefing Notes will be required
10. Follow up reporting will be required to the AHJs and corrective actions as specified

Critical Incident Contacts

CIRNAC

Name

Position

Desk

MATTHEW SPENCE

NWT-RDG

867-669-2501

KIMBERLY WALKER

867-669-2839

JAQUELINE MO

NWT CORPORATE SERVICESCOMMS SENIOR MANAGER
NWT LABOUR RELATIONS/HR
MANAGER
NWT COMMS OFFICER

LOU SPAGNOULO

NCSP PMD DIRECTOR

819-997-7247

MICHAEL NAHIR

NCSP PTO DIRECTOR

819-934-2163

AMY ELDER

819-994-7451

RUSSELL GRAY

NCSP EHS WORKING GROUP
CHAIR
OHS COORDINATOR/HR
SERVICE CENTRE
NWTOHSC EMPLOYER CHARI

CAREY OGILVIE

CARD SENIOR MANAGER

867-669-2405

867-446-7453

EMMA PIKE
RON BREADMORE

CARD PROGRAM MANAGER
CARD EHS TEAM LEADER

867-669-2830
867-669-2743

867-688-1925
867-446-1193 / 867-4457907 (after hours)

PATTI GARBUTT

CARD LOGISTICS
COORDINATOR
CARD PROJECT MANAGER
CARD PROJECT MANAGER
CARD PROJECT MANAGER

867-445-5232

MARY MACFIE

APRIL DESMOULIN

JOEL GOWMAN
KATHRYN EAGLES
AMY ALLAN

Mobile

867-669-2508
867-669-2547

807-624-1505
867-669-2550

867-669-2423
867-669-2462
867-669-2467
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MARIA RICE

REGIONAL DIRECTOR

204-999-6665

KRISTINA FARMER

REGIONAL MANAGER –
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
PSPC-NCS SENIOR MANAGER
PSPC H&S MANAGER
PSPC H&S COORDINATOR
PSPC PROJECT MANAGER
PSPC PROJECT MANAGER
PSPC PROJECT MANAGER
PSPC PROJECT MANAGER

204-229-9007

GISELLE COTTA
JOE LEDUC
CARL ZAMINER
MICHAEL BERNARDIN
JANICE LEE
CAITLIN MOORE
REBECCA STUDERHALBACH

----780-905-0842
780-288-7148
867-766-8364
-----
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780-405-6473
587-989-9878

867 445-2961
780-901-1148
780-224-1484

Relevant EHS References:
"CARD - EHS - NT REGION EHS MS MANUAL - FINAL - MARCH 27 2013 (s 3.7 Emergency
Preparedness & Response) https://gcdocs.intra.pri/aanc-inac/llisapi.dll/Overview/7666845
NCSP SOP Manual – Section 4.0 Accident/Incident Investigation and Reporting and EHS Form-1
“Injury/Illness Investigation Form” "NCR-#11171445-v1-NCSP_EHS_REVISED_SOP_MANUALMARCH_29__2019.pdf" https://gcdocs.intra.pri/aanc-inac/llisapi.dll/properties/45599703
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SOP – 000 FOREST FIRE SAFETY – DRAFT
Objective:
The objective of this procedure is to enhance awareness and establish safe work procedures related to wild
forest fires within and around the Northern Contaminated Sites Program. It aims to ensure all employees
are educated and prepared for known or potential hazards of wildfires in association with field operations.
Scope:
This procedure applies to all employees, contractors, and their employees or sub-contractors, and all site
visitors.
Introduction:
Guidelines are presented to ensure all personnel are aware of the site policy and requirements for working
in environments with potential fire hazards.
Definitions:
NRCan: Natural Resources Canada

Preparation:
Environmental
Impacts:

Influence in all levels of ecology (species, stand and landscape)

Health and
Safety Hazards:

Burns, smoke inhalation, and site damage

Tools:

Fire maps (GNWT and NRCan)
Fire Monitoring, Accounting and Reporting System (FireMARS)
The Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS)
Firesmart Program (Oil and Gas Industry, Alberta)
Forest Fire Prevention and Suppression Guidelines for Industrial Activities (GNWT)

Requirements:

Knowledge of proper procedures

Procedure:

Introduction
Guidelines are presented to ensure all personnel are aware of the minimum
requirements regarding forest fires and response for all INAC Northern Contaminated
Sites.
Roles and Responsibilities
Fire Protection Services (Firefighters) are responsible for:
1. Fire suppression, medical services and rescue, fire inspections, fire safety
education, training of staff/volunteer firefighters, maintenance of equipment
and facilities, fire investigation and enforcement services, fire loss reporting.
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Municipal Service Agreements are responsible for:
1. Providing/receiving fire protection services in accordance with established
agreement.
Provincial/Territorial fire marshals/commissioners are responsible for:
1. Investigating fire pursuant under the provincial fire legislations
2. Collects fire fatalities statistics.
3. Train where arrangements have been made.
4. Provides fire prevention materials and advisory services.
Federal Government
1. Negotiates, approves and administers funding agreements to provide fire
protection services.
2. Conducts on-site inspections
3. Discloses know/potential hazards for sites under its custodianship
4. Provides fire safety information
5. Coordinates responses to emergency situations.
6. Develops a national policy, response systems and standards.
Work Practices of Firefighters
1. Cooling fuels below the combustion temperature through the use of water,
foam, retardant or dirt.
2. Cutting off the oxygen supply through the use of water, retardant or dirt.
3. Removing the fuel by clearing a swath of trees and bush ahead of the
advancing fire.
When reporting a wildfire, provide the following information:
1. Your phone number.
2. The location of the fire.
3. What is burning (trees, species, etc.).
4. The size of the fire.
5. How quickly the fire is spreading.
6. The colour of the smoke.
7. Whether there are lives or values at risk.
Mitigating Sites from Forest Fires
1. Conduct regular maintenance on removal of fire fuels that present a wildfire
risk
2. Dispose of large accumulations of debris
3. Implement vegetation management strategies when a new development is in
the planning stages
4. Site Treatments
 Tactical lines: heavy equipment is used to establish and maintain a
fuel free corridor to base wildfire operations and slow down
approaching fires
 Priming: brimming low-lying branches from trees and removing other
burnable debris from the ground will reduce a fire from climbing from
the ground to the crown
 Thinning: increasing the space between trees so that crowns are at
least 3 metres apart to reduce the development of a crown fire.
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Mulching: helps reduce hazardous fuels
Prescribed fire: is used to reduce hazardous buildup of forest fires that
can develop with and around communities and site.

Before Leaving to go to site you must:
1. Review Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) or GNWT Department of
Environmental and Natural Resources (ENR) fire maps to assess fire risk in
an area of proposed work
2. Book aircraft and bear monitors early, as there will be competition with
firefighting needs or, alternatively, plan activities outside the main firefighting
season
3. Ensure that contingencies (travel, budget) are in place in case aircraft is pulled
away from emergency work
4. Prepare appropriate emergency preparedness and response places (evacuation
plans) and increase the number of check-ins if fires are close by
5. Reference the CARD Fire Map depending upon the known level of risk (fire
proximity)
6. Consider having an aircraft hold on site in event that evacuation is required
7. Assess the contractor/consultant Site Specific Hazard and Safety Plan
(SSHASP) for details on how their field staff will be protected when air quality
is impaired by smoke or alternatively, how field staff with asthma or medical
conditions could be affected by smoke/poor air quality will be accommodated
or excluded
8. Prior to departing for a site, arrange for the pilot to conduct an aerial visual
inspection of the work area prior to the landing site
9. Expect additional flying times due to flight paths being potentially
altered/extended to avoid heavy smoke areas, as well as additional flying time
required to conduct aerial visual inspections or work areas
Wildfire Precautions to Consider
1. Determine the minimum number of personnel required to operate during a
wildfire event, and plan accordingly
2. Have emergency contact information readily available and prominently
displayed
3. Ensure that emergency equipment is maintained and spare batteries are
available
4. Ensure there are multiple lines of communication to emergency information
such as land lines, cell phones, two-way radios and radio receivers. Make sure
that the spare batteries are charged
5. Keep a sufficient supply of emergency safety equipment such as respirators
6. Keep an adequate number of appropriate fire extinguishers in strategic
location (such as near loading docks and waste collection areas) and maintain
them properly
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7. Maintain a water supply and equipment to control small fires in accordance to
policies and regulations
8. Consider a gasoline or diesel water pump or a generator incase electricity is
cut off during the fire (Be aware of risks of storing a large quantity of fuel and
use proper storing facilities.
9. A person in charge of a place that is a camp, sawmill, refuse disposal site or
timber processing facility must ensure that an area that extends 15 metres from
the perimeter of the place is kept clear of combustible material
10. Have appropriate tools to help control small fires while waiting for emergency
personnel to arrive (rakes, axes, saws, ladders, buckets and shovels)
11. A person in charge of an industrial activity must ensure that all combustible
material cleared from the area is disposed of at least once in every year.
During and After a Wildfire
1. Recognize that the fire hazard varies daily or even hourly with weather
conditions and forest fuel moisture
2. Emergency response plans should incorporate flexibility in their daily
operations to allow for weather related wildfire danger periods to prevent
wildfires and reduce the wildfire threat to facilities
3. Use the wildfire threat assessment to provide the officials with a clearer picture
of the level of hazard faced by the workers in an area and where the hazard is
the greatest
4. During the extreme wildfire danger periods, safety personnel may review
certain operations to determine if special operating procedures are required to
protect field personnel and facilities from a potential wildfire threat and to
reduce the risk of starting a wildfire
5. Operations that pose a high risk of ignition should be rescheduled to continue
when the wildfire ignition potential is not in the high and extreme range
6. The hazardous distance between the location of the fire and the site is
approximately 5 km. No one shall enter the site at this distance.
7. It is safe to re-enter a site when it is no longer considered to be a hotspot.
8. A person in charge of a place that is a camp, sawmill, refuse disposal site or
timber processing facility must ensure that an area that extends 15 metres from
the perimeter of the place is kept clear of combustible material
Disposal of Ash that contains PAHs
(Reference: Environment Canada)
1. Operators should use personal protective equipment when handling this
material.
2. The material should be removed and placed in covered metal containers that
are suitable for transporting ash to an approved disposal site
3. Samples at the bottom of the ash should be brought to the laboratory for
toxicity testing.
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Ways to Stay Informed on Forest Fire Activity
(Reference: NRCan Canada)
1. The Canadian Wildland Fire Information System (CWFIS) includes daily
maps that display fire danger and fire occurrence nation-wide. The system
provides information for the public, media, researchers, fire agencies, the
federal government and international organizations.
2. The Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS) rates the risk of
forest fires across the country; Fire danger includes various factors in the fire
environment, such as ease of ignition and difficulty of control.
3. The Fire Monitoring, Mapping and Modelling System (Fire M3), developed
by the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) and the Canadian Forest
Service, uses satellite imagery to identify and monitor actively burning fire
daily.
4. Monthly and seasonal forecasts maps present predictions of fire weather
severity related to the average monthly and seasonal severity rating.
Predictions are based on Environment Canada’s monthly and seasonal
forecasts, information contained in CWFIS, and advice provided by provincial
agencies.
5. The National Wildland Fire Situation Report presents the current and
historical fire conditions. It includes: statistics on the number of fires and
extent of the area burned; a list of priority fires; and a synopsis of the past
week. A prognosis for the upcoming week focuses on the forecasted weather
and expected fire danger.
6. The Fire Monitoring Accounting and Reporting System (FireMARS),
developed by the Canadian Forest Service and the CCRS, uses satellite data
and fire information to track the area burned and carbon emissions from
wildland fires. The emissions information goes into comprehensive national
and international carbon emissions reports.

Administrative Controls:
FireSmart Program: This program provides recommendations on how to reduce the risk of wildfire to
property, community and neighbourhood, and helps firefighters to defend against wildfires. (NOTE: The
FireSmart Program for the NWT only includes producers for home/cabin owners and the community)
Community Wildland Fire Protection Plans (CWPP): assesses the wildland/urban interface hazard and risk
and makes recommendations to lessen the treat and impact from wildland fire.
Records:
Relevant EHS Forms:
Upon completion of the fieldwork, complete any required documentation or incident investigation
 EHS Form 1: Accident/Incident Report Investigation
 EHS Form 2: Occupational First Aid Treatment Report Form
References and Websites:

Forest Fire Management Program – Draft (CIDM # 896144)
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Health Effects of Smoke Exposure due to Forest Fires, GNWT department of Health and
Social Services:
http://www.hss.gov.nt.ca/sites/default/files/health_effects_of_smoke_exposure_due_to_forest_fir
e.pdf
NRCAN Fire Map:
http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/interactive-map
GNWT Fire Map: http://www.enr.gov.nt.ca/programs/fire-operations/maps-fire-operations
Smoke Forecast: http://firesmoke.ca/forecasts/BSC00WC04/current/
Environment Canada Air Quality Health Index: http://weather.gc.ca/airquality/pages/ntaq001_e.html
Environment Canada Alerts on Air Quality:
https://ecalertme.weather.gc.ca/warning-latest_en.php?ualert_id=4577&alert_code=SAS
Public Health Agency of Canada
http://www.phac-aspc.gc.ca/hp-ps/eph-esp/fs-fi-c-eng.php
Canadian Wildland Fire Information System (CWFIS)
http://cwfis.cfs.nrcan.gc.ca/home
FireSmart Guide Developed by the Government of Alberta
http://wildfire.alberta.ca/firesmart/documents/FireSmart-Guidebook-OilAndGasIndustry-2008.pdf
Disposal of Ash Containing PAHs (Incinerator Ash Procedures)
http://www.ec.gc.ca/gdd-mw/default.asp?lang=En&n=0DDD2BD0-1#c3_5
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers Guides
http://www.capp.ca/publications-and-statistics/publications/261805
http://www.capp.ca/publications-and-statistics/publications/132380
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OBJECTIVE

The objective of this procedure is to establish the minimum requirements for fire protection on CIRNAC
Northern Contaminated Sites Program (NCSP) projects.

1.1

Hazards and Aspects

Health and Safety Hazard(s): Physical or atmospheric hazards, resulting in burns, personal injury / death.

Environmental Aspect(s): Release of air pollution and fire, resulting in the contamination or loss of the
environment and adverse ecological impacts.

6.

2.0

SCOPE

This procedure applies to all CIRNAC employees, authorized visitors and crown employees who are
working on, in or around NCSP when CIRNAC is in control of the program. Once a contractor is awarded
control of a site, all CIRNAC employees, authorized visitors and crown employees who are working on,
in or around NCSP must adhere to the contractor’s Health and Safety Requirements. Guidelines are
presented to ensure all personnel are aware of the minimum requirements for fire protection for CIRNAC
Northern Contaminated Sites Program.

7.

3.0

DEFINITIONS

Burn Permit is required to burn if you are lighting a fire outside of municipal limits for anything other
than cooking food or warming yourself.

Canadian Wildland Fire Information System (CWFIS) creates daily fire weather and fire behavior
maps year-round and hot spot maps throughout the forest fire season.
FireSmart provides recommendations reduce the risk of wildfire to your property, community and
neighbourhood, and help firefighters to defend your home. The Government of the Northwest Territories
(GNWT) provides FireSmart information and workshops to help communities, industry and homeowners
reduce the threat of wildland fire.

Fire Extinguisher is a portable device that discharges a jet of water, foam, gas, or other material to
extinguish a fire.
Caution: Any hard copy of this document is uncontrolled and is to be used for information purposes only. The reader is
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Fire Retardant is a substance that is used to slow or stop the spread of fire or reduce its intensity.

Fire Suppression System are used to extinguish or prevent the spread of. Suppression systems use a
combination of dry chemicals and/or wet agents to suppress fires.

Wildland Fire or Wildfire is a large, destructive fire that spreads quickly over woodland or brush.
4.0

CONTROLS

As described in the EMS Manual, the Hierarchy of Controls shall be used to reduce the likelihood of
occurrence and/or the severity of the consequence. Examples of controls related to fire protection include:

i. Engineering Controls (alarms, fire extinguisher, flammable cabinets, etc.)
ii. Administrative Controls (Permits, work procedures, JSA, fire maps, weather check, training
related to fire protection, etc.)
iii. PPE (respirator or breathing apparatus, flame and fire resistant clothing, face shield or
googles, etc.)
8.

5.0

REFERENCES AND OTHER RELATED DOCUMENTS

REF Form-3: Hot Works Permit
RP-005 Welding, Cutting & Grinding
RP-006 Hot Works Program

Forest Fire Spreadsheet (NWT fire map and Contaminated Sites Inventory)
Government of Northwest Territories – Environment and Natural Resources, Fire Live Map
National Fire Code of Canada 2015
National Fire Protection Association
Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Wildland Fire Information System
Natural Resources Canada, Forest Fires
Northwest Territories & Nunavut Codes of Practices: Camp Set Up and Management April
2017
Northwest Territories Fire Prevention Act
Northwest Territories Forestry Management Act and Regulations
Yukon Occupational Health and Safety Act – Part 1: General
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Permits are required for welding, cutting, grinding, burning or other open burning on some projects.
Refer to RP-005, RP-006 and REF Form-3 for more information.

Camps over a certain size may require a Camp Permit from NWT Office of the Fire Marshall. Camp
kitchen fume hoods over a certain size may require a dedicated fire suppression system. A camp
evacuation plan may also be required as well as a scheduled fire protection program.

6.2

Alarms
1. Know the location of the nearest fire alarm box and how to activate an alarm. Know the
alarm, evacuation and disaster signals for your area, the proper exit route, and the Muster
Station area.
2. Know the procedure for radio announcement of fire, or site emergency:
 State your name;
 Location of the emergency;
 Nature of the emergency; and
 Stand-by in a safe area to assist responding personnel.

6.3

Fire Extinguishers
1.
2.
3.
4.

All workers will be trained in the use, limitations, types and location of fire extinguishers.
Know the type of fire on which it should be used. Check the label.
Be aware that a fire can generate dangerous gases and fumes.
Ensure fire extinguishers of the proper type and size are within 9m (30ft) of each hot work
operation.
5. Return extinguishers for servicing promptly after use.
6. Document fire extinguisher use in the weekly H&S report that is submitted to the CIRNAC
Project Manager or Crew Lead.
6.4

Camp Safety
1. Maintain a safe distance between tents/trailers, kitchens and fuel storage area and aircraft
landing pads. Functioning smoke detectors should be present in all building and tents.
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2. Place fire extinguishers in the following locations: offices, kitchens, living accommodations,
vehicles, drill shacks, fueling and fuel storage location, air strip/helicopter landing pads and
hot work areas.
3. Implement an emergency plan to include: notification of a fire, muster station location,
parking allocation, fire break construction (5-10m wide) and frequent fire drills.
6.5

Flammable and Combustible Materials
1. Keep flammable and combustible materials away from any heat sources including steam
lines, radiators, heaters, and hot processes and service lines.
2. Remove all flammable and combustible materials from under/near welding cutting, grinding
and burning operations or cover items with fire resistant shielding.
3. Store flammable liquids in properly labelled containers and in designated areas.
4. Keep flammable liquids away from smoking, welding, burning, or other sources of heat.
5. Spraying a flammable liquid increases the risk of fire and explosion
6. Ensure proper PPE is wrong when handling flammable liquids (refer to SDS)
7. Do not mix different liquids or chemicals unless specifically told to do so and you are
satisfied that it is safe to do so.

6.6

Refueling
1. Do not refuel portable power or mobile equipment while running or when hot.
2. Attach the ground wire before refueling.

6.7

Smoking

Federal work sites, including vehicles, are smoke-free. If a designated smoking area is provided, smoking
is only permitted there; ensure cigarette butts are placed only in approved containers, never in wastebaskets
or trashcans.
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